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Abstract
The general objective of FIDIAS project was to provide Local Regional Authorities (LRA), Business Intelligence Operators (BIOs),
and green-tech Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) of the Alpine Space (AS) with know-how to exploit the opportunities
regarding new financial instruments given by the new EU regulations, as to reinforce existing processes of local development
through a bottom-up approach in two complementary ways:
A. Promoting innovative financial instruments to attract an increased amount of private and public capitals to support sustainable
development and competitiveness;
B. Fostering eco-innovation and sustainable development presenting innovative services and tools involving the use of green
technologies, as to enhance competitiveness and jobs creation among Alpine SMEs, and to improve the access to capital.
One of the main strengths of this project is that all actions carried out in the pilot activities will have long-lasting positive effects on
the SMEs involved, even after the closure of the project. It will be so thanks to the implementation of some of the services developed
during the project in the panel of services offered to SMEs. In this, the link to the EU Strategy for the Alpine Space (EUSALP)
proved fundamental.
One more strength of the project is the setting up of the platform www.support2finance.eu, which capitalizes all project results.
There, all SMEs can benefit from all of the services developed in FIDIAS project.

Relevance
Considering the increasing importance of enhancing local development actions in EU and National sustainable development
policies, the FIDIAS project dealt with a crucial issue. It explored further innovative financial instruments to support target users
(both Local Regional Authorities and SMEs) in: reinforcing local development policies; strengthening the attractiveness of the Alpine
Space for transnational financial operators; improving innovation processes at both entrepreneurial and policy level.
All the issues addressed in the project obtained even more importance at transnational level. The added value of the transnational
approach can be identified in the fact that most project results have been achieved thanks to the international integration of the
developed services. The collaboration and the cooperation between project partners have been fundamental for the elaboration of
the services provided to SMEs. An exhaustive example of the importance of the transnational approach can be represented by the
Green Innovation and Investment Forum, an event organized under the coordination of the FIDIAS project partner BWcon (Baden
Württemberg connected). At this transnational event participated 20 start-ups and 40 investors from all European countries. This
was one of the results of effective transnational cooperation, and could not have been achieved individually by BWcon.

Key Achievements
First of all, the 6 services developed by the FIDIAS partnership:
1. Assistance in business plan writing;
2. Intellectual Property valorization report;
3. EU funding alert system creation;
4. Training course to apply for crowd-funding;
5. One-stop shop window;
6. Realization of communication skills trainings.
These services have been delivered to 585 SMEs (the target was 200) with the valid support of the platform support2finance.eu.
Second, 7 feasibility studies for Local Regional Authorities have been realized.
Third, 10 Memorandums of Understanding for the project sustainability have been signed by the Project Partners and relevant local
public and private stakeholders.
Fourth, the visibility of the project has been ensured by 30 media appearances between printed press and websites, 7 project
publications, and 6 regional workshops. The organized public events counted 1005 participants. Besides, 5 newsletters were also
sent by all the project partners.

Lessons Learnt
FIDIAS project's main lessons can be summarized as follows:
A. Financial Services for SMEs in the Alpine Space
The services developed and tested by FIDIAS project improved the Partners' competences and helped identify the major obstacles
SMEs needs assistance to overcome. Privacy, confidentiality, and personalized services must be highly considered when assisting
SMEs. Moreover, financial assistance to SMEs and the matching of SMEs with Investors are really appreciated by SMEs but should
mainly consist of 1:1 assistance. Besides, even if the online services are appreciated, easier access to the services and greater
personalization of the assistance is preferred.
B. Financial Instruments for Local Regional Authorities and 2014-2020 Operational Program Authorities
The concrete development of feasibilities studies and pilot actions to be transformed into Regional Policies demonstrated that this
subject, even if very important, is strictly connected to all the complex legislative and administrative regional systems. Even if the
financial instrument is an "issue" where all Regional Actors compelled to work, more often than not it is quite difficult to identify the
right "person", the right "office", and particularly the right "time" to introduce this aspect and support the implementation of these
policies. FIDIAS action has highlighted the difficult situation in AS concerning this issue.
32 Local Working Groups have been organized. 9 Local Events and 1 National Event took place.

Replication / Roll out
The project results can be considered relevant for all the Alpine Space regions. Sustainable development of the area could be
ensured also with the contribution of the services and financial instruments implemented in the FIDIAS project.
All the actions carried out through pilot activities can be reproduced in other areas beyond partner regions.
The signature of 10 Memorandums of Understanding underlines the importance of what has been achieved with the FIDIAS project.
The results obtained could feed new strategies in some of the regions involved in the project.
One of the most concrete results for the replication of the project can be identified in the fact that the actions carried out didn't end
with the closure of the project. This means that most partners will continue delivering the services realized in the FIDIAS context also
next year, and will transfer the acquired know-how to other organizations and institutions also in other regions.

